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j5 Operations Logbook Overview
The Problem
On every industrial site, there is a stream of operations,
maintenance and safety events occurring at all levels
and areas within the process. Unfortunately, there are
still inadequate, time-consuming methods such as
paper, word processor, spreadsheet and homegrown
applications being used to log these events. This
increases organisational risk and inefficiencies.

Crucial daily information such as shift handover reports
can be error prone and take time to aggregate. This
information is also poorly categorized, time-consuming
to retrieve and not widely accessible. Poor traditional
methods of data logging are not integrated with other
software, such as Data Historians and CMMS systems,
resulting in dual capture and information silos.

How j5 Operations Logbook Provided the Solution
To remedy these pains, companies across the world utilize the j5 Operations
Logbook. This application allows their operations teams to record, manage
and view any event in a consistent and efficient way with a web browser and
mobile device.

j5 Operations Logbook users have reported the following benefits:
• Easy to use
• Consistent logs
• Simple customization
• Wide visibility of operations data
• Eliminates paper, spreadsheets and scattered databases
• Saves time and improves accuracy
• Advanced workflow capabilities
• Fast search and filtering
• Integration with other systems
• Real-time events monitoring

“j5 has contributed to the efficient and stable
operation of INPEX assets. Information is
standardized and accurate.”
Jinsen Li
General Manager, Information Management and Technology Unit, INPEX
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